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Our Winning Invalidation Case: Evidence Required to
Achieve Cross-Class Protection at the TRAB
Goods in Class 5 are not usually considered similar to services in Class 35. However, we have recently obtained a
favourable decision in invalidating the registration of “

” (the “Disputed Mark”) for Hero AG in China.

Here, our client, Hero AG (the “Applicant” in the invalidation application), an international foods company has two
prior IR marks “

” (the “Cited Mark 1”) and “

” (the “Cited Mark 2”) for “baby food; etc” in Class 5, “fast

food; etc” in Class 29 and “fruit drinks and fruit juices; etc” in Class 32, while the registrant’s services are for
“import-export agencies; auctioneering; sales promotion [for others]; advertising; business appraisals; etc” in Class 35.
We filed an invalidation action (equivalent to the opposition proceeding in other countries) where the CTMO did not
agree with our case. However, the TRAB subsequently ruled in our favour and supported the invalidation.
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Product-by-Process Claims in Hong Kong
With population growth, an aging demographic and the development of innovative drugs, the Hong Kong
pharmaceutical market is forecasted to grow to over US$2 billion by 2019. Hong Kong is therefore one of the Asia’s
popular jurisdictions for extending patent protection for new drugs. However, as is sometimes common, exact
molecular structure and mechanisms of drug pharmacology are not always known at the time of patent application.
Instead, products are described using process methodology or otherwise known as product-by-process. In general,
these claims may be in the form of “X obtained by process Y” or “X obtainable by process Y”, defining a product X in
terms of the process Y.
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